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Douglas Lilburn occupies a pre-eminent position in New Zealand music, with a legacy extending well 
beyond his compositional output. As a composer, teacher and mentor he presided in innumerable ways 

over the artistic growth of New Zealand from 1940 onwards. From the early works redolent of the 
influence of Sibelius and Vaughan Williams, to the electro-acoustic pieces of his later years, his works 
have been instrumental in establishing a genuinely vernacular voice in New Zealand classical music. In 
2005 Trust Records launched the first volume in the award-winning recording (shown below) series 
showcasing all of Lilburn’s piano music receiving ‘Best Classical Album’ in the 2005 Recording Industry of 

New Zealand Music Awards and in the same year, Gramophone magazine acclaimed that ‘[These] 
performances and recordings are unobtrusively excellent.’ 

This edition consists of eight companion volumes to accompany the recorded series and draws on the 

expertise of Dr. Robert Hoskins of Massey University and Rod Biss, formerly of Schott London, Faber 
Music and Price Milburn Music, who was instrumental in first publishing Lilburn’s piano music in the 
1970s. Having worked with Lilburn directly on these early publications, Biss has now revisited original 
source materials in the preparation of this series. Together, the editors have carefully considered and 
clarified Lilburn’s manuscripts and early publications in preparing these volumes as both scholarly and 

practical editions for performance.

This Lilburn Complete Piano Edition is an essential addition for all serious music 
library collections. Benefit by receiving each volume immediately upon 

publication and all new subscriptions received by 31 July 2012 will receive a 10% 
discount on the first two printed volumes AND receive the companion CD 
recording free of charge. 



Series Subscription: 2012–2015 

VOL Code pp ISMN Pub Date Works / Description Price

1 PEL01 43 979-0-67452-124-6 Mar 2011 Sonata (1949); & Occasional Pieces for Piano (1943-73) $57.00

2 PEL02 30 979-0-67452-125-8 Apr 2012 Six Short Pieces (1962-63); Sonata (1939); & Moths and Candles (1950) $49.00

3 PEL03 TBC TBC Feb 2013* Works drawn from the second volume of the recorded series (MMT2054) TBC†

4 PEL04 TBC TBC Nov 2013* Works drawn from the second volume of the recorded series (MMT2054) TBC†

5 PEL05 TBC TBC Feb 2014* Works drawn from the third volume of the recorded series (MMT2067) TBC†

6 PEL06 TBC TBC Nov 2014* Works drawn from the third volume of the recorded series (MMT2067) TBC†

7 PEL07 TBC TBC Feb 2015* Works drawn from the fourth volume of the recorded series (MMT2068) TBC†

8 PEL08 TBC TBC Nov 2015* Works drawn from the fourth volume of the recorded series (MMT2068) TBC†

B PEL09 TBC TBC Dec 2015* An anthology drawing together the most popular works TBC†

E PEL10 TBC TBC Dec 2015* An anthology drawing together works for junior pianists (Grade V-VII) TBC†

* Projected Publication Date
† TBC - to be confirmed upon publication

Subscription Order Form

To subscribe to this series email details to music@tfront.com, post this order form to the address below or send 
by facsimile to 818-994-0419
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